CONFEDERATE Brand Tall Fescue Blend is specifically developed for the South where heat, humidity and brown patch are threats to vital, healthy home lawns, sod production, parks, golf course roughs and athletic fields.

Confederate blend contains four of these top performing Turf-Seed cultivars: Safari, Olympic II, Eldorado, Apache and Monarch; and will include improved tall fescue varieties as they are developed.

CONFEDERATE Brand

Call today for the Confederate Brand distributor near you, and put some bang in your turf program!

TURFSEED
PO Box 250
Hubbard, OR 97032
800-247-6910
FAX 503-651-2351
503-651-2130

Circle No. 133 on Reader Inquiry Card
On the recommendation of Tim Hiers, a member of our Reader Advisory Panel, I recently read an interesting new book, "Environmentalism: the Dawn of Aquarius, or the Twilight of a New Dark Age?" by Dr. Michael S. Coffman.

If ever a person stood up as a radical anti-environmentalist, it is Dr. Coffman, who taught forest ecology classes for 10 years at Michigan Technological University. He's not against the environment (quite the opposite), he's just reached his wit's end when it comes to extreme environmentalists.

"What is going on?" he asks in the book's first chapter. "Environmental activism is often irrational...logic is superfluous, even despised. The environmental movement has shifted from a 'wise-use' conservation movement prior to the 1960s to a religious movement today."

Coffman points out that Americans now believe environmentalists over scientists by nearly 5 to 1. "In 1990, over two-thirds of all Americans believed what environmentalists had to say about environmental problems, compared to statements made by institutional scientists (15%)."

Here are some other statements Dr. Coffman makes, verbatim:

- Most Americans concerned about the environment are white, middle to upper class, far removed from the natural resources they depend on for their standard of living...at the highest level of Maslow's Needs Hierarchy...a mix of people who are likely to believe environmental horror stories more than scientific fact.

Dr. Coffman's statements, taken in context by someone who's followed the environmental movement for the last 10 or 11 years, don't sound far off the mark.

For instance: when was the last time you heard Jay Feldman of the National Coalition Against the Misuse of Pesticides back down from his radical posturings? Two years ago at the GCSAA convention, in the face of thousands of golf course superintendents, he demanded an end to pesticide use, for goodness sake!

As industry tries to keep America prosperous without unduly damaging the environment, the self-proclaimed environmentalists continue their crusade against "one part per trillion."

In the book's final chapter, Dr. Coffman ties things together nicely, suggesting concessions by both industry and environmentalists.

"The sky is not falling," he writes. "But we do have serious environmental problems that we, as a nation, must address. Industry must seriously review its business and conservation practices to determine where changes can be made. But we must also question the motives of the environmentalists...and demand that objectivity rule in the regulatory process."

"Environmentalism...Aquarius or...Dark Age?" is available from Environmental Perspectives, 1229 Broadway, Suite 313, Bangor, ME 04401. Cost is $9.95 plus $2 shipping. It's an easy, important read, recommended for anyone whose livelihood affects the environment in any way.
**4 Seed availability**
Here's what turf growers and marketers in the Pacific northwest say about the availability and price of seed this season.
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**8 LM Reports: Snow removal**
Only the tough and smart make dollars in this chilly second cousin to landscape management.
*Ron Hall*

**14 For wildflower success**
The most natural and long-lasting displays result from mixtures of annual and perennial species that are well-adapted to local growing conditions.
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**16 Scheduling field maintenance**
Segregating parts of the total landscape into different maintenance areas helps prioritize needs.
*John Anderson*

**22 Soil compaction**
It's something you want to avoid, in the name of turf health. But it's not always possible, given extensive traffic on the lawn, landscape, athletic field or golf course.

**26 Suppressing summer patch**
Researchers at Rutgers University in New Jersey have found that using ammonium sulfate fertilizer (21-0-0-24S) suppresses summer patch by changing soil acidity, according to Dr. Joseph Heckman.

**30 Saving water**
Here are some tips on saving irrigation water while keeping turfgrass and trees healthy, from the University of California Cooperative Extension Service.

**32 The magic touch**
Don't let agronomy get lost in the shuffle, but hone your interpersonal skills to get the most out of your position.
*Jerry Roche*

**38 Davey cuts pesticides**
Dr. Roger Funk urges the green industry to consider the concept of 'sustainable development' at NAA management conference.
*Ron Hall*

**40 Serviced to death...**
Maybe not that much, but complete service is indeed one of the keys to the success of Hadco Lawn & Landscape, a big fish in a small pond.
*Terry McIver*

**42 Killer newsletters**
The biggest failing for company newsletters is poor presentation, not content, says this communications expert.
*Ron Hall*
42 IPM considerations
Thinking about offering an 'environmentally sound' lawn care program? Start by asking yourself why. Hopefully, you'll come up with an answer.
Ron Hall
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ORNAMENTAL GUIDE

From shrubs, trees and flowers to control products, this LM first is your natural resource of information on ornamental selection, planting and care.
The 1992-93 seed harvest will be sufficient to meet demand, thanks to cooperative weather. Apart from some minor supply differences among producers, there's enough seed to go around.

Weather conditions in Oregon were troublesome at first, starting with more winter cover than usual, followed by excessive early spring rain.

"The Willamette Valley has received unprecedented spring moisture in 1993," say Skip Coville and Dan Walters from International Seeds, Inc. production division. At one point, seven inches of rain fell in four days.

"The situation is vastly improved over last year," says Bill Rose, president of Turf Seed, Inc. Most of its seed has been sold, but Rose says there was some unexpected carryover.

"Acres have been severely adjusted, (there are 20,000 fewer tall fescue acres), inventories are down and we are looking at a brighter new year."

Rain has been more of a factor in Idaho's seed yield than in Oregon's. Rain persisted from mid-June through swathing time. Jacklin had his fingers crossed for the '93 crop, but was actually more concerned over the 1994 yield, due to possibility of poor field burns.

Jacklin called the company's ryegrass crop "slightly below normal." Tall fescue should be in adequate supply.

Growers everywhere were concerned over the outbreak of stem rust on fine fescue. Mike Robinson of Seed Research of Oregon, Inc., said the problem was anticipated, and the rust was treated in time.

Doug Brede of Jacklin told a crowd of field day visitors about company research into plant biotechnology.

Biotechnology differs from conventional plant breeding in that it manipulates plant genes at the cellular level, rather than the whole plant. The process is producing new germplasm and otherwise elusive genetic combinations.

Bill Meyer, Turf Seed Inc.: The company is attacking disease and insect problems in turf. Its North Carolina research farm is breeding for brown patch resistance in tall fescue, the most serious disease of the species. Another goal is stem and crown rust resistance in perennial ryegrass.

Dr. Rich Hurley of Lofts says industry hasn't, so far, been able to breed brown patch resistance into creeping bentgrass, "but we're trying to develop varieties that have some degree of improvement."

Disease resistance is more pronounced in Lofts' newest perennial ryegrasses which, Hurley says, are also more temperature tolerant. They'll be used increasingly in the transition zone, he believes.

Kenneth Hignight, lead plant breeder
Turf-Seed President Bill Rose says three long-standing practices in the seed industry hurt growers and end-users:

1) Seed imported by species;
2) Seed sold without a variety name ("Variety Not Stated," or identified by species);
3) Low-quality seed sold to homeowners. Annual ryegrass is exceptional for soil stabilization and everyday ground cover, but it's unsuitable for most home lawns.

The solutions, says Rose:

- Require all seeds to be named. European regulations require all seed to be certified. Rose suggests all seeds—certified or not—be named. Consumers would then know what they're buying.
- Eliminate VNS as a seed identifier. "This," says Rose, "is a simple but damaging way for seed growers or seed companies to avoid buying or marketing seed. This seed has no home, and results in lower prices for everyone."
- Eliminate annual ryegrass from mixes advertised for home lawns or quality turf.

The Lawn Institute's Jim Brooks advocates a program to require that mixtures with less than 5 percent annual ryegrass qualify for the Institute's "Seal of Approval."

Bill Rose, president of Turf Seed, Inc. compares annual ryegrass plots with high quality turf.

**NEAREST SEED PRODUCTS**

- Here's a sampling of new varieties available in varying degrees this year:
  - **Kentucky bluegrasses**—From Jacklin Seed come NuStar and NuBlue. NuStar has excellent density and moderate seeding vigor, with intermediate maintenance. NuBlue is very dense with above average drought tolerance and superior resistance to necrotic ring spot.
  - Wildwood, from Lesco, is a low-growing variety with a dark green color and medium to fine leaf texture. It shows early spring green-up and resistance to leaf spot, dollar spot, stripe smut, leaf rust, powdery mildew.
  - This season only limited amounts of Lofts' new billbug-resistant Kentucky bluegrass, Eagleton, are available. "We really don't know the mechanism (causing resistance)" says Dr. Rich Hurley, but he knows it's not endophytic. Two other new premium varieties of Kentucky bluegrasses from Lofts, Preakness and Belmont, are also in limited supply, says a company spokesperson.
  - **Fescues—Confederate**, a tall fescue blend from Turf Seed, Inc., shows improved summer turf performance with improved brown patch and leaf spot resistance. Confederate is a blend of Safari, Olympic II, Apache and Monarch.
  - SR 8300, from Seed Research of Oregon, displays a semi-dwarf growth habit, medium to fine leaf texture, rapid tillering, and heat and drought tolerance and relative freedom from leaf spot and stem rust.
  - **Perennial ryegrass—APR**, from International Seeds, Inc. and Rutgers University, is available in small quantities in fall of 1993. This endophyte-enhanced variety provides significantly improved resistance to warm season diseases and good traffic tolerance.
  - **Cutten**, from Pickseed West, ranked number one in drought tolerance and tied for second in overall quality, genetic color, winter color and Pythium resistance.
  - **Prism** is new from Zajac Performance Seeds. Prism is very dense, with a dark green color and low growth habit. Prizm is fine-bladed, with improved resistance to leaf spot, brown patch, and red thread.
  - **Creeping bentgrass—Lopez**, from Fine Lawn Research, is a fine bladed, dark green variety, top-rated in the NTEP trials. Resistance to brown patch and dollar spot, leaf spot and take-all patch is a plus.
  - **Bermudagrass**—from O.M. Scotts comes Sonesta, a drought and heat resistant variety, rated number one in the NTEP. Sonesta needs less moisture, and grows at low mowing height.
  - **Zoysia gras**—most notable is the "Zen line," from Turf Merchants, composed of four varieties: Zen 100; Zen 200CS; Zen 300CS; and Zen 400CS. Only 300CS and 400CS are available, in limited quantities, in 1993.

---

Ron Hall
THE BASIC IDEA BEHIND AWARD FIRE ANT CONTROL.

When you're dealing with fire ant mounds, you want a product that works like a wrecking crew, not movers.

But unfortunately, the product you're using now may just be moving problem mounds to new locations.

Unless, of course, you're using Award fire ant bait.

Unlike other baits, Award is an insect growth regulator. So instead of trying to send poison to the queen, which is often detected by the other ants in time to move her, Award sterilizes her.

Once the queen stops reproducing, the mound collapses.

So treat with Award, and watch your fire ant problem disappear. Not relocate.
Only the tough and smart make dollars in this chilly second cousin to landscape management.

- Snow removal will beat you up. Punish your equipment. Pound your employees. And, if you’re not careful, damage property, including landscapes.

  Sure, it’s a tough job, but, hey, somebody’s gotta do it. Okay, that’s a horrible reason for any landscape business person to offer professional snow removal. (Who, after all, looks forward to getting yanked from a warm bed to wrestle with a frozen truck for a predawn bout with sleet?)

  The only reason to provide snow removal is to make money. Is it unreasonable to expect a profit from something as necessary and difficult as pushing, blowing or, sometimes even, trucking snow from clients’ properties?

  Making money from snow removal is making money the old fashioned way. You earn-n-n-n it!

  That’s assuming that you price the service thoughtfully, that your equipment and employees are dependable and rugged, and that the snow accommodates you. Believe it or not, sometimes all these things happen, just like you drew it up on your business plan.

  Or you might offer snow services because you have no choice. To keep profitable landscape clients such as office parks, apartments and condos, you must take care of these properties in the winter, too. Or, you have several key employees that you want to keep year round. Even so, don’t ever lose sight of the fact that you’re in business to make a profit. That includes the “off season” too.

  Some professional snow removers charge “per push,” some “per month,” some “per season,” some anyway they can.

  Each way of billing clients has good and bad points but, generally, contractors that establish long-term relationships with clients and charge “per season” (with some type of contingency payment in the event of a blizzard, etc.) can more accurately predict income. Clients know in advance what they’ll be paying too.

  So you already know how tough it is to get the said hours at unpredictable hours, about the extra maintenance your trucks and loaders are going to require. How about your liability?

  What happens if one of your trucks damages a client’s landscape? What about the possibility of a lawsuit because someone claims they fell on a sidewalk or in a parking lot you’re contracted to keep clear? Better check that you’re properly insured for snow removal.

  One last thought from the real snow removal pros—buy the toughest, most dependable equipment and accessories you can afford. You won’t regret it.

—Ron Hall

Blades, blowers, throwers, spreaders, sweepers

Ariens tractors and riding mowing systems have many attachments, including 42” and 54” front blades, a two-stage Sno-Thro, a Sno-Cab, and a front loader.

Other options:
- chains;
- slicer bars and wheel weights.

Circle No. 300 on Reader Inquiry Card

Bolens Snow throwers come in four models, from the 130 lb., 4 hp Model 4021 to the 295 lb., 10 hp Model 1026. All feature solid state ignition, a bronze worm gear and zone recall starting. The largest two models also come with hand warmers and a limited-slip differential.

Circle No. 301 on Reader Inquiry Card

Boss Products offers a complete line of snow plows, both straight blades and blades that are hinged in the middle so they can be used as V-blades to cut through drifts or inverted V-blades to carry snow across a parking lot. The Boss also offers Rapid-Tach, the truck-to-plow quick hitch, and several different salt and sand spreaders for pickups, flatbed or dump trucks.

Circle No. 302 on Reader Inquiry Card

The Cushman Front Line rotary mower can be fitted with optional snow removal attachments including a 50”-wide Hansen Snowblower (electric chute control), a 54”-wide snow